
CHECKLIST:  
Do You Need Enterprise IT Services?

Enterprise IT departments have a lot on their plates. From managing multiple vendors across multiple locations to cyber 
security and network infrastructure, challenges abound. Navigate through our checklist to see if you could benefit from 
help with your enterprise IT or if you’ve got it under control:
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If you answered “No” to nearly all of these questions, your organization is on 
the right track. But if you answered “Yes” to 2 or more, you could benefit 
from a free consultation with TailWind. We’ll help you identify areas where 
you could improve by incorporating enterprise IT services. Our highly skilled 
professionals are ready to help your business see new growth through IT. 

Does your IT department struggle to take care of responsibilities across multiple locations? YES NO

Do your IT resources spend an exorbitant amount of time managing numerous 
technology vendors? YES NO

Are you dissatisfied with your technology vendors? (For example, if you have ever had 
unreasonable downtimes, costs, and/or installation headaches, consider that those 
problems are not normal.)

YES NO

Would you prefer to consolidate the number of carriers you utilize and vendor bills you pay? YES NO

Do you find it challenging to scale your operations for new projects? YES NO

Does your network run on older technology with security that may not be up to modern 
standards or fit for proactively defending against today’s threats? YES NO

Do you lack the resources needed to launch new technology and upgrade your IT 
infrastructure in a timely manner? YES NO

Is your network architecture lacking cost effective, optimized internet services and 
applications needed to keep all your locations secure and connected? YES NO

Have you ever had an issue with remote access or keeping your employees at different 
locations connected? YES NO

Is your IT staff burdened with countless tickets every day, leaving little time for more 
important projects?

YES NO

Do you suspect you are overpaying for circuits that you’re underutilizing? YES NO


